Monster
Slaying
Guide
no.1

If you want to be the best monster killer there

is then take notice of this great guide it is the
number one guide around.

Weapons
To start off you will have to get weapons, to
protect yourself,
You will need everything sharp and pointy so
you can pierce the horrible monsters skin to
destroy him/her forever. Daggers are essential
for taking the beast by surprise and they are
small and easy to carry just the things looking
for. Get them made by an elf in the depths
bellow. Next you will need a very sharp and
suitable sword that can be made by your local
black smith with a very strong material called
faset it is found in the bottom of a dragon’s lair
with his treasures and ask to make it as light as
possible. Last but not least is the most

protective part of the weapons a shield, design
it the way you want but don’t make to dull in
the colours it will attract them to much. Make
sure to add a big sharp spike on the outside of
the shield so that can cause damage as well,
you can find the right materials in a devils
cellar.

Armour
Well you need protection in a fight so make sure
you get some the best place to get some made is
in a dragons cave where his goblins live they
carve the best metal for the best warriors. The
most important part of the set is the helmet
because most of the monsters are very tall
which means they aim for the taller parts of the
person, the protection has to be flexible as well
because you need to be able to get around like
you haven’t got any armour on.

Battle
It is important you know what you’re doing
when you enter the battle grounds so here some
tips from me the best monster killer ever.
.always where armour
.never give up
.protect team mates as well as yourself
.be acrobatic your armour is flexible
.think about winning not losing
.be aware of your surroundings [anything could
happen]
. Don’t lose concentration
.Use a weapon if you don’t have awesome
strength
Those are my top tips

Strategy

You have to think about how you are going to
attack the monster as well as everything else.
Think about taking the monster from behind
[although they might have eyes in the back of
their head] which in that case take them from
somewhere else. Another thing to do is be
camouflage in the same colour as the back
ground near you. Which is regally green the
beast will probably be in the wood or a swamp
like most of my foes were [Grendel and his
mum]. My best advice is to make sure they are
concentrating on something else. And then take
the monster by surprise /at the worst moment.

Beasts you may encounter
Many beasts are around these days so you need
to know what beasts you could come across and
how to defeat them here are some key profiles of
monster and their worst weaknesses.

Grendel or family
.vile
Weakness = strength immortal power

Three headed dog
. Massive
Weakness= other monsters

Taking care of yourself
I know this is about killing but you need to
know how to look after yourself first if you feel
you can’t do the job/you think it is too hard,
then hire a warrior to fight the monster. But
don’t get the wrong person because they can
scam you by putting up the price of the reward
at the end of the job that can put you and your
village’s money at risk of not having enough
that can really mess things up. Next is be
protective it is important that you try and stay

alive instead of getting your head ripped off, it
is a good idea. Don’t try and fight a monster if
it isn’t worth fighting, and make sure it isn’t a
trap and there trying to bate you out. Don’t
fight in your own village unless you have to
and the beast won’t go anywhere else because
you could ruin the village by setting fire to it or
breaking things with a sword, people get really
angry if you destroy their houses I found out.
You also have to look after your diet and your
body which equals in doing 400 pull ups a day
and 200 press ups as well.
Well that’s how to keep care of yourself it might
come in handy if you do all the things.

Thank you for reading my guide to
monster slaying I hope you liked it.

By Beowulf/Jasper

